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Diffractively coupled plasmonic resonances possess both ultra-sharp linewidths and giant electric

field enhancement around plasmonic nanostructures. They can be applied to create a new generation

of sensors, detectors, and nano-optical devices. However, all current designs require stringent index-

matching at the resonance condition that limits their applicability. Here, we propose and demonstrate

that it is possible to relieve the index-matching requirement and to induce ultra-sharp plasmon

resonances in an ordered vertically aligned optical nano-antenna phased array by transforming a

dipole resonance to a monopole resonance with a mirror plane. Due to the mirror image effect, the

monopole resonance not only retained the dipole features but also enhanced them. The engineered

resonances strongly suppressed the radiative decay channel, resulting in a four-order of magnitude

enhancement in local electric field and a Q-factor greater than 200. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881323]

Resonant enhanced light-nanostructure interactions, par-

ticularly plasmonic resonances, have generated great scien-

tific interest in recent years1–4 in addition to opening new

opportunities for sensing, imaging, and communications.

The quality of an enhanced interaction is gauged by its field

enhancement and resonance quality factor (Q, i.e., spectral

width divided by spectral position).5–8 To simultaneously

achieve these properties is difficult. For example, augmented

field enhancement is often accompanied by an increase of

spectral width due to increased resistive losses.9 Several

recent studies revealed that high-Q modes with strong field-

enhancement can be realized in plasmonic structures through

strong coupling between a super-radiant mode (broad and

bright) with a sub-radiant mode (narrow and dark).10–13

Schatz et al.14 and Markel15 proposed a theory based on col-

lective scattering and predicted that high-Q resonances will

occur in periodic array of plasmonic spheres. Since then a se-

ries of experiments have demonstrated the observation of

high-Q resonances.16,17 In these studies, they identified that

the challenge to observe and apply high-Q diffractively

coupled plasmonic modes is two-fold: First, the study has

been limited to planar 2-D periodic arrays, while it was

known that controlling the third dimension is very critical to

obtain optimized coupling and relaxes one more dimension

of design space for tunability.18 Second, the symmetry

requirement for high-Q resonance has to be satisfied with

index-matching. By doing so, the “hot spots” around the

nano-structures are embedded in the index-matched matrix,

thus rendering them difficult for many applications.16,18–21

To overcome these two barriers, we propose a method

based on virtual image theory.22 We show that ultra-sharp

resonances can be engineered through diffractive coupling in

a well-designed periodic vertically aligned indium tin oxide

(ITO) nanorod arrays on a gold (or a perfect electric conduc-

tor, PEC) film. This arrangement gives the same resonant

features and quality factor as in an array with twice the nano-

rod length in free space. This is because the gold/PEC film

acts as a mirror plane, changes the dipole resonance of the

free-standing nanorods to a monopole resonance, so that the

symmetry is automatically satisfied, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

The resulting resonances show giant electric field enhance-

ment as well as the ultra-sharp line-widths of the resonances

which were not observed with the 2-D planar cases with the

long axes of nanorods lying in the array plane.19,20,23

Our study is focused on the interaction of longitudinal

surface plasmon resonances (L-SPR, i.e., plasmon resonance

along the long axis) from vertically aligned ITO nanorods

with quasi-guided-modes (QGMs) within the plasmonic crys-

tal slab,24 analogous to the phased array in RF theory.25 We

start with optical simulations of 2-D freestanding nanorod

arrays and arrays with half of the lengths on gold film or PEC

boundary (Fig. 1). We chose 80� as the incident polar angle,

so the wave-vector of the incident light is near parallel to the

surface, which maximizes the electric field component along

the nanorods and at the same time makes it possible for exper-

imental measurements (see SI-3 in supplementary materi-

als).26 The resonant wavelength of L-SPR mode depends on

the height as well as the spacing among the nanorods.27,28
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These parameters can be optimized by simulation. It was

found that under p-polarization, QGMs can indeed be effec-

tively coupled to the L-SPR modes of ITO nanorods, resulting

in strong narrow resonances. The calculated absorption spec-

tra and the parameters of the array are shown in Fig. 2(a). We

can see that all three cases (free-standing, on gold, and on

PEC) show the same spectral features. The resonances are

assigned according to the calculated dispersion diagram of

guided modes (see SI-4 Figure S4)26 in Fig. 2(a). The most

interesting resonant position is the degenerated [1 6 1] and

[2 0] modes around k¼ 5 lm. Two other strong resonant posi-

tions are at [2 6 1], k¼ 4 lm, and [3 0], k¼ 3.3 lm. Besides

the sharp resonances assigned to the guided modes, a broad

peak from 3 to 5 lm can be seen, which is associated with the

L-SPR mode supported in individual nanorods. Due to the

interaction of the QGMs with the broad L-SPR, the sharp

resonances feature an asymmetric Fano lineshape.29

Experimentally, the direct measurement of absorption is

difficult, so the far-field reflectance or transmittance mea-

surement is usually the most straightforward way to probe

the resonant modes supported by the plasmonic crystal slabs.

In the case of arrays with a conductive substrate (or conduc-

tive film with thickness greater than the skin depth), the

transmittance is negligible, therefore, most information can

be obtained from the reflectance measurement. By compari-

sons between the reflectance spectra and the absorption spec-

tra shown in Fig. 2, we can find the correspondences of

different features. The broad reflectance minimum is the L-

SPR peak in the absorption; the sharp dips/valleys are the

QGMs with strong absorption, while the sharp increases of

reflectance in the L-SPR hump are the modes with absorp-

tion minima. The reflectance from the free-standing array

resembles the absorption spectrum and is relatively low, as

they do not have a reflective surface underneath.

It was evident by a comparison between the features at

5 lm and 3.3 lm that the interference between the L-SPR

mode and QGM has resulted in strong and narrow absorption

peaks in one case but valleys/dips in the other. Interestingly,

the peaks locate on the longer wavelength side of the L-SPR

mode while the valleys locate on the shorter wavelength

shoulder of the L-SPR absorption. This implies that the

FIG. 2. (a) is the absorptions and (b) is

the specular reflectance spectra of free-

standing array, array on PEC, and gold

calculated from FEM simulation. The

curves are offset from each other by

equal amount for clarity. The array is

square lattice with 5 lm lattice con-

stant formed by the basis consists of a

rectangular ITO nanorod with 185 nm

� 185 nm � 1000 nm side lengths, the

permittivity of ITO was fitted with

Drude Model (see SI-1).26 The scatter-

ing plane is along one of the principal

axes of the lattice, which means the az-

imuthal angle is zero (see SI-2).26

FIG. 1. The equivalency principle based on image theory. (a) shows the case

of vertical electric dipole (P?) sitting on top a PEC ground and a metal rod

interacts with a plane wave, p-polarized with wavevector(k) parallel to the

PEC ground plane. The optical response is equivalent to the cases shown on

the right side, where the freestanding dipoles have their virtual images lying

symmetrically with reflection at the symmetry plane (marked with dashed

line). (b) shows the anti-symmetric behavior of horizontal dipole(P==) and a

metal rod on PEC is equivalent to the freestanding case with anti-symmetric

virtual images, resulting cancelled far-field optical responses. The direction

of electric field is denoted as E and that of magnetic field is denoted as H.

231101-2 Li et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 231101 (2014)
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interferences at the peak positions are constructive (electromag-

netically induced absorption or EIA) while the interferences

at the valley positions are destructive (electromagnetically

induced transparency or EIT), analogous to the same concepts

in atomic physics.30 These positions were marked in Fig. 2(b)

and will be discussed later with coupled dipole model.

We examine the near field distribution from our simula-

tions to understand these interferences instructively. In anal-

ogy to antennas in RF theory, array on gold film is like

quarter-k antenna array sitting on a mirror (as shown in Fig.

1(a)), we expect that the synthesized field pattern to be an

overlap of the top half from the half-k freestanding antenna

array with its own bottom half, therefore, the field intensity

will be about twice of the case of freestanding array.

We pick three representative spectral features to study.

First, the narrow absorption feature at the vicinity of k¼ 5 lm

is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for half-k freestanding nanorod

array and quarter-k nanorod array on gold, respectively. As

we predicted, the enhancement around the nanorod in both

cases are strong and similar to each other. The array on gold

has stronger field due to the mirror image effect. The maxi-

mum field intensity enhancement is about 4 orders of magni-

tude of the background incident field intensity. Second, the

near field profile of the spectral positions of the absorption

dip, k¼ 4 lm, is plotted in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). We can see

that in this case, the field is constructively interfering in

between the nanorods, and forming standing-wave patterns.

The highest enhancement of the electric field is less than 2

orders of magnitude. In the case of free-standing array, the

standing-wave pattern is tilted, which is a result of the

oblique incident angle, while in the case of array on gold,

the standing-wave pattern is approximately symmetric, a

result of the interference between incident and reflected op-

tical fields from the gold “mirror” surface. Third, the near

field profile of L-SPR absorption peak at 3.5 mm is plotted

in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). The field is highly enhanced at the vi-

cinity of the nanorods. The residual field enhancement at

the space between the nanorods is the result of partial

interferences of incident wave and scattered wave as they

are not far from the grating modes.

For all three spectral features, the array on gold resem-

bles the field pattern of the free-standing case by overlapping

the bottom half with the top half, thus the field enhancement

is more significant than the latter case. The narrow absorp-

tion peaks have field enhancement which is one order of

magnitude higher than that of the L-SPR peak. On the other

hand, the narrow absorption dips have one order of magni-

tude lower. These results match well with the image theory

and constructive/destructive interference explanation.

The QGMs observed are results of interference of the

scattered wave from the nanorods with the incident wave.

This interference can be understood from coupled dipole

approach developed in the literature.14,31 The extinction cross-

section of the array is described by the following equation:

re ¼ Im
4pka

1� aS

� �
; (1)

where k is the wavevector of the incident field, a is the polar-

izability (which exhibits a Lorentzian pole type of resonance,

used to fit the L-SPR of individual nanorod), and S is the lat-

tice summation of the contributions of the re-radiated field

from all other nanorods in the array. The S parameter can be

calculated analytically (see SI-5)26 and we found that at the

spectral position of each QGM, real part of S peaks and is

always positive. On the other hand, the real part of a goes

from negative to positive when it goes from the shorter

wavelength side of the resonance to the longer wavelength

side of the resonance. Therefore, the real part of the denomi-

nator of Eq. (1), (1-aS), can go across zero on the longer

wavelength side of the resonance to maximize the extinction

cross-section, while on the shorter wavelength side, (1� aS)

is positive and large, thus peak values of S results a mini-

mum of extinction cross-section. The calculated extinction

curve agrees qualitatively with the experimental and simula-

tion results (see SI-5 Figure S5).26

FIG. 3. The near field profiles at three

representative spectral positions for

free-standing array (Left column),

array on gold (right column). The three

representative spectral positions are

the maximum absorption at the vicinity

of 5 lm (top row), the minimum

absorption at the vicinity of 4 lm (mid-

dle row), and the peak of the broad

absorption (bottom row). Due to the

significant difference of the near field

profile, three different color map scales

are used to show the features of the

three different interference patterns,

shown on the right side of the figure.

The white lines in the near field profile

plots mark the film surface in the cases

of array sitting on gold, while they

mark the half of the antenna length in

the case of freestanding array.

231101-3 Li et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 231101 (2014)
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We proceed to the experimental demonstration of the

array on gold. Following the growth of ITO nanorod array,28

a layer of 50 nm gold (>10 nm, which is the skin-depth of

gold at the wavelength regime from 3 to 6 lm,) was coated

to make sure that the mirror effect is valid. The scanning

electron microscope (SEM) image of the array made is

shown in Fig. 4(a). Owing to the gold coating, the plasma

frequency used for ITO nanorod in the simulation (2.4 eV) is

higher than the value normally reported (�2 eV), which is

reasonable as the partial covering of gold at the surfaces of

nanorods is equivalent to the increment of the plasma fre-

quency of the nanorods (the evidence of partial gold coating

can be seen from the SEM image presented in SI-6).26

The spectral peak positions and shapes from the experi-

ments agree extremely well with simulations as shown in

Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). It should be emphasized here that some

of the peaks in the experimental results are extremely

sensitive to the value of the azimuthal angle due to strong

spatial dispersion of these delocalized modes, thus the source

light needs to be highly collimated to obtain the sharp

resonances. A comparison is made between the result

obtained with focusing optics and the result from collimated

source beam (see SI-7).26 We found that the dispersion effect

is stronger on modes which show larger angular dispersions.

For example, [1 6 1] and [2 6 1] are varying rapidly with az-

imuthal angle, thus they are significantly broadened in the

measured reflectance spectra (see Figures S2 and S5).26

The peak widths of our spectral features shown at

around 5 lm have been measured in the inset of Fig. 4(c).

The quality factors calculated are Qtot� 500 for the side

peak and Qtot� 200 for the main peak, which supersedes the

highest reported values in index-matched plasmonic sys-

tems.32 The quality factor calculated from measurements

matches exceedingly well with the simulation.

It is commonly understood that the quality factor is deter-

mined by radiative and non-radiative decay channels. In the

system studied here, the super-radiant mode is the monopole

plasmonic mode localized at individual optical antennas and

the sub-radiant mode is the quasi-guided plasmonic mode

delocalized in optical antenna arrays. The radiative compo-

nent of damping can be extracted from simulation by artifi-

cially setting the imaginary part of the permittivity to zero for

ITO nanorods,33 from which we have obtained Qr¼ 5000.

Qtot of the main peak is around 200. Based on the formula

Qtot
�1¼Qnr

�1þQr
�1, Qtot is thus mainly determined by Qnr,

which is one order of magnitude lower than Qr. This implies

that the radiative decay for this resonance has been strongly

suppressed, forcing a much slower dissipation of optical

energy in the form of strong plasmonic oscillations, resulting

high field enhancement and absorption. The high Qnr compar-

ing to a normal L-SPR is a result of the interference occurring

at the edge of the antenna peak.

Another aspect of this system is the strong polarization

dependence. In Fig. 4(c), plotted together with p-polarized re-

flectance curve is the reflectance curve from s-polarized light.

The plot shows no spectral features and looks the same as the

reflectance from the film without nanorods, as if the nanorods

are “invisible” under s-polarized light. This has been explained

by the image theory outlined in Fig. 1(b). As electric field with

s-polarized light is parallel to the film surface, the effect of the

gold film is equivalent as the generation of polarization along

the opposite direction. Therefore, the summation of the dipole

above and below the imaginary boundary results in the cancel-

lation of the total dipole radiation field, leading to no far-field

response from the array. Considering the filling fraction of

nanorod scatterers is less than 0.1%, the optical response of

this system with p-polarization is extremely strong.

A nanorod array sample was conformally coated with

60 nm zinc oxide film to study how this system responses to

the change of environmental refractive index. As the mirror

image effect makes sure that the symmetry requirement of

sharp resonances will still be satisfied with coating, we expect

that the peaks will remain narrow. Again, the measured reflec-

tance matches extremely well with simulation, shown in Fig.

5. The peak resonance at 5 lm has shifted to 5.1lm and

broadened. Over 98% of the light has been absorbed at this

peak resonance, implying almost perfect coupling of light to

FIG. 4. (a) shows the scanning electron microscope image of the 5 lm � 5lm

square lattice ITO nanorod array and the inset is a zoom-in image of the same

array. The nanorod measures with 185 nm side length and 500 nm height. The

stage was tilted by 75� to reveal the 3rd dimension of the nanorod. (b)

Simulation and (c) Experimental result of the coupling of quasi-guided modes

with L-SPR mode. The lattice parameters used are square lattice with lattice

constant of 5 lm. The peak positions match well and the magnitude matches

qualitatively. It can be seen that with s-polarized light, the diffractive modes

are inactive, so does the L-SPR mode, while strong resonances show in the

spectra with p-polarized light. The black curves in (b) and (c) are the simulation

and measurement results with the s-polarized light while keeping other parame-

ters the same. The inset in (c) is a zoomed-in view of the narrow reflectance

dips at around 5 lm observed on the ITO nanorod array on 50 nm gold film.

FWHM of the side peak is about 10 nm and the main peak is about 25 nm.

231101-4 Li et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 231101 (2014)
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the array. The broad L-SPR mode has also red-shifted signifi-

cantly. For L-SPR and EIA at 5 lm, electric field is localized

at the nanorod surface, thus the change of surface refractive

index environments can strongly perturb the mode, which

explains the significant red-shift of resonance features. The

broadening of the peak resonance at 5.1 lm and the change of

lineshape at 4 lm are results of the change of relative interfer-

ence strength between L-SPR and guided mode. On the other

hand, the peak positions of the interference peaks at 3.3 lm

and 4 lm did not change, as the electric field has been delocal-

ized from the nanorod by destructive interference, consistent

with the near field profile in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The peak

shape at 4 lm changed significantly due to the shift of LSPR

peak from the left to the right side of the QGM.

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated a

monopole optical phased array, by transforming dipole reso-

nance to monopole resonance with a mirror plane. This

change has ensured that the symmetry required by coherent

phase coupling is always satisfied, alleviating the need for

index-matching. The resulting resonances from plasmonic-

photonic coupling have ultra-sharp lineshapes. Furthermore,

the coupling can be engineered to suppress the light-

scattering efficiency by delocalizing the electric field creat-

ing EIT, or to strongly enhance the light scattering effi-

ciency, resulting giant field enhancement and non-radiative

decay (EIA). These findings suggest the proposed structure

is extremely interesting for optical applications.
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